
Cosmic Throat Singer Matthew Kocel: Healing Sounds of the Universe

Sunday, April 23rd, 7-9pm @ Church of Truth

Get ready to immerse yourself in an unforgettable evening of transformative music with
internationally acclaimed “Cosmic Throat Singer” Matthew Kocel.

In this intimate concert you'll experience the pure bliss of connecting with the universe in ways
you never thought possible.

A respected leader in the global sound healing movement, Matthew Kocel's music is featured in
Dr. Joe Dispenza's advanced meditations and live retreats worldwide.

"Matthew Kocel’s music is so primal, so rich and brilliantly soulful... It touches us on a
profoundly deep level that opens our hearts.” ~ Dr Joe Dispenza

Kocel's surreal voice resonates in the core of your being, awakening collective memories of our
primal roots and celestial origins. Don't miss this chance to witness the sonic alchemy that
seems to bend the very fabric of space and time…many have compared the experience to plant
medicines.

As one Vancouver Yoga Review writer said, "I was being moved by sound, my whole body
was light and vibrating."

—------------

With over 40 years of experience as a performer, recording artist, and multidisciplinary healing
arts practitioner, Matthew Kocel has mastered the art of using sound and vibration to facilitate
inner healing and personal growth.

His unique blend of throat singing, overtone chant, and natural voice taps into a universal
vibration that feels both ancient and new, bringing listeners into profound states of deep
relaxation and inner peace. The harmonic frequencies Matthew’s voice seem to dissolve the
boundaries of space and time, giving listeners a direct experience of the oneness of all things.

Matthew Kocel's music has touched the hearts and souls of people from all walks of life, and his
impact on their lives is truly transformative. With simple acoustic instruments and ancient
technology, he creates a powerful and immersive experience that can lead to waking dreams,
visions, insights…even physical healing.

His work has been widely documented online, with countless people sharing stories of the
profound impact his music has had on their lives.



Matthew's teachings and music offer a powerful path to inner transformation and spiritual
growth. His message of oneness and healing resonates deeply with his listeners, inspiring them
to live their lives with greater authenticity, compassion, and joy.


